Using methods of the theory of generalized analytic functions, the present paper investigates the boundary behaviour of non-holomorphic functions (such as polyanalytic Ones) provided the areolar derivative 6f/c)2 belong to an L_ space. p > 2.
3. The basic lemma. We shall make use of some connection existing (under certain conditions) between the cluster set of a given non-analytic function and that of some auxiliary analytic function. The results of I.N. Vekua [5] concerning the properties of the Pompelu integral (see below) will play a crucial part in our discussion. 
Lemma: Suppose that (i) G is, a Jordan region (in C), and C is a point on its boundary aG (ii) S is a subset of G such that OG n OS = {} (iii) 1 is a function defined and continuous in G
(
Then there exists a function h holomorphic in G and a constant d such that
Of, 1,S) = Oh, 1,S)+d.
Proof: It will be given here only for the case 2 <p < +; the proof in the case p = is quite similar (but simpler).
Consider the Pompeiu integral 
Let p() = d; let A be an arbitrary number belonging to the set C(h,,S But what condition should be added to the conditions (ii) -(iv) of the Gehring-Lohwater statement in order to retain the conclusion of this statement for polyanalytic functions of arbitrary order? Hereafter we give a possible answer (even for a more general class of functions than polyanalytic ones).
Theorem 1: Suppose that (i) I is bounded and continuous in the open circular sector S with the vertex (ii) f satisfies the conditions (ii) -(iv) of the Gehring -Loh water theorem above (iii) cf/62 (in the sense of Sobolev-Vekua) exists in a.e. point of S and belongs to
the class La( g ), for some p > 2.
--
Then the conclusion of the Gehring-Loh water theorem remains true for the function I (i:e. for every choice of a sector S' inner to Sand having the same vertexC as S we have 1(Z)) AiB while

Proof: By virtue of the Lemma the function fcan be presented in the form (3): f(z)
= h(z) +p(z) (z eS) where his holomorphic in Sand cp is continuous in C. Denote p() as d = d1 + id,. As it is seen from (3) the function h satisfies in S the conditions (i) -(iv)
of the Gehring-Lohwater theorem (h is holomorphic and bounded in S; if (zn ) is some sequence and z, 3 Let f be some function given in G. The point C is called a Plessner point (for the function I) if for any choice of a sector A of the mentioned type the cluster set Of, ç,A) contains all points of the extended complex plane . The point C is called a Fatou point for the function f if for every choice of a sector A the cluster set C(f,(,A) contains only one point (clearly the same point for all choices of A); in other words, the function fhas in the point can angular limit (a limit along non-tangent paths leading to Q. It is quite obvious that the classical Plessner theorem admits such equivalent reformu-lation:
B -d2 . Therefore for any choice of a closed (in S) inner to S sector S we have for any sequence (z,,) belonging to S':ifz 3 C while n ) +, then h(Zn))
(A -di ) i(B -d2 ) A + iB -d. Therefore f(z) = h(Zn) + p(z) 3
Suppose that (i) Gis some Jordan region in the complex plane C and F is some rectifiable arc on its boundary àG (ii) I is an analytic function (or even meromorphic) in G.
Then r can be presented in the form F = P(f) u F(f) u N(f) where P(f) is the set of all Plessner points (of the function f on F), F(f) is the set of all Fatou points on F, and N(f) is some "meager" set of points (a set of zero measure on F).
The basic Lemma permits to extend this statement to some polyanalytic functions -and even to functions of a more general type: ( 
Then F can be presented in the form
F = P(f) u F(f) u N(f),
4) where P(f), F(f), N(f) have the same meaning as in the given above version of the classical Plessner theorem.
Proof: By virtue of the basic Lemma the function f can be presented in the form I = h +q where h is holomorphic in G and p is continuous in G. In accordance with Plessner's theorem we have F = P(h) uF(h) '., N(h) where P(h) is a set of Plessner points for the function h and F(h) is the set of Fatou points for h. Let e P(h) and p() = d. Then for every choice of a sector A (in G) with the mentioned above properties we have and CV, ,t) = Oh, ç,t) +d.
Hence C(f, C, )
+ d = C. Thus every Plessner point for h on F is also a Plessner point for I. Quite similarly, every Fatou point for h on F is a Fatou point for f. Hence the presentation (4) holds for the function f:
) G is some Jordan region having on its boundary a rectifiable arc F (ii) some function F is continuous and bounded in G (iii) the areolar derivative c)f162 is defined in C and is bounded in G (or at least belongs to the class L(G) for p> 2).
Then f has an angular limit in a. e. point of the arc F. Remark: Provided f is a C 1 -function in a rectangular domain G, in Rudin's book [51 a decomposition of type (3) is proved by using the Green formula. Investigating the oscillation of the Pompeiu integral at boundary points, one gets for such G the following Nagel-Rudin theorem:
The Fatou theorem is true for bounded C'-functions f whose derivative af/62 belongs to the space L(G) with p> 1.
Unlike that the application of Weyl's lemma (instead of Green's formula) in the present paper yields a Fatou theorem for a conciderably more general class of functions:
It is sufficient that f belongs to C(G), while cf102 E L(G) where a stronger restriction on p, p> 2, seems to be unavoidable, whereas G must not necessarily be a rectangular domain.
Notice, finally, that the arguments of Nagel and Rudin (cf. [21) can be applied, too, if I is continuous and the weak derivative 6flaz z belongs to L with p > 1. For that sake it is enough to note that the Green formula remains true also for such functions, as it follows from formula (7.1) in [5: Chapter 1, §71.
The used in this note general approach of presentation of a function f with an " La -bounded" areolar derivative (in some region G) as a sum of two functions -one holomorphic in G and the second continuous in the closure G u 6G -is applicable in a lot of other cases beyond the considered above. We shall bring here as an example a statement of the Meier type (cf. The proof of this statement is quite similar to the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 21
